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University
accepts farm
donation

Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
1

by Chri~ Phillips/The New5

•

Recent suicides related to bullying across the nation has Murray State students and employees thinking about violence on campus. Allan Beane. president of
Bully Free Systems in Murray, said It Is important for people to realize bullyino can take place In any environment at any aoe.

As a part of Hold Thy Banner High: The Campaign
for the Students of Murray State University, the School
of Agriculture accepted a land gift monetarily valued at
more than $1 million.
The gift, one of the largest in University history, is·a
160-acre farm much anticipated by academic officials.
They are hoping to expand a facet of the University trying to compete regularly with larger, land-grant universities in the state.
University President Randy Dunn introduced the gift
to the Agriculture Campaign for Research and Education of Students (ACRES), a sub-campaign of Hold Thy
Banner High. Dunn spoke to the program's leadership
team at their most recent meeting.
Dunn noted the donation is in honor of Dan Hutson
n, a 1977 graduate of Murray State, and an influential
name ln the west Kentucky agriculture region in forming Hutson, Inc.• the third largest John Deere dealer in
the nation. He said Hutson's wife, Cindy, a board member on the leadership team and the recipient of her husband's corporation, wanted to endure her husband's
name and significance in the region by donating a portion of the family's farmland.
"(The Hutson's) long-standing generational commitment is coming to fruition in the gift that the University receives," he said. "This gift will not only benefit our
University for years to come, but will certainly magnify
Dan Hutson's love for Murray State and the School of
Agriculture."
Paul Radke, associate director of planned giving and
director of development at the School of Agriculture,
said the gift was made at an opportune time, as the
ACRES leadership team was planning to purchase land
to be used as the Murray State Farm LabOratory.
''About five years ago. acquiring a new University
farm became a priority for the School of Agriculture,"
Radke said. "We're the second largest school of agriculture by enrollment and we have the lowest acre-to-student .r atio of any school in the state of Kentucky. We
needed to grow the farm. Farms are agriculture
student's laboratories."
•
Radke said the University currently owns about 400
acres without the donation. and the 40 percent increase
would increase the school's competitiveness as compared to larger institutions in the state such as the University of Kentucky.
1
Tony Brannon, dean of the School of Agriculture,
said despite the Hutson's tremendous gift, another lead
gift nearly four years ago initiated the school's outreach
to new land.
''As we started the ACRES campaign we had a lead
gift from Billie Garrett who is a 1949 graduate, and he
donated some property that served as an example for
our alumni and sort of jump started the campaign,"
Brannon said.
According to Radke, the commercial property Garrett gifted was located in Eufaula, Ala.• and was originally assessed at valuing around $670,000. Instead of
buying farmland, the property will be sold and proceeds
will go toward barns, equipment sheds and fencing on
the local land.
The Bill and Merry Garrett Farm, located directly off
Highway 80 North toward Mayfield, Ky.• will be used as
a farm laboratory with a large majority of the land being
kept as is and row-farmed, making what Brannon calls a
"prototype of a typical university farm."
Bob Jackson, associate vice president of development
and governmental relations, said he was excited about
the effect the gift wifl have on students.
"It's one of those transformational gifts to a university and school of agriculture that will benefit those looking Into plant science and row-crop farming, making it
a place that will be a hands-on student laboratory,"
Jackson said.
Jesse McCallon, freshman from Murray, is an agricul·
ture student studying horticulture. Although he will not
study on the Garrett Farm, be says the new land will
ben~fit him indirectly.
Said McCallon: "The new farm .will relieve some of
the pressure on the Pullen Farm where the agronomics
studies are clirrently located. They have more room to
work out at the new farm, so we can expand our horti-

Bullying raises ·awareness ,
Jqbn Walker
Staff writer
The recent suicide of a Rutgers University student is spurring many universities and
high schools to take harsher action against
bullying.
'fyler Clementi jumped off the George
Washington Brid~e after his roommate
streameli Clementi's sexual encounter with
another l:nale on the Internet.
Allan Beane, president of Bully Free Systems in Murray. said bullying is a problem
continuing after high school and into college
and the workplace, ifkept unchecked.
"There is bullying in all environments,"
Beane said. "There is no age limit; we have
people who want power and control over
others."
Beane said new social networks like Facebook give people the perfect environment in
which to bully.
"Anonymity is key to the behavior we see
with these type of people," Beane sald. "Bullies have told us they feel more confident
when they are online since there is so much
less accountability."
Although college students are .c onsidered
adults, Beane said bullying is still a problem
on. campuses across the country.
"The question we have to ask is 'where
does improper behavior cross the line?"'
Beane said. "It is not uncommon for college
life to postpone maturity in some people."
Jonah Waggoner. senior from Salem, Ill..

said bullying victims should brush off the
actions or words.
"There nre some people who feel like they
are better than others," Waggoner said. "It is
a lot more subtle, but if people just ignore
them they will go away."
· Waggoner said most college students do
not have to deal with bullying, but if they do,
fellow students should speak up.
"This might happen but not often," Waggoner said. "We are all adults and taking it to

"There is bullying in all
environments. We have people
who want power and control
over others."
-Allan Beane
Bully free Systems President
the police might be a little too far. People
need to be confident to deal with whatever
. comes your way and not take things too personally. If you tiee someone else getting bullied. stand up for them."
V'l'aggoncr said college students always
have the opportunity to get away from bullies on campus.
''Most colleges are big enough to escape
bullying and find your own friends." Waggoner said.
University President Randy Dunn said he
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hopes to never see bullying occur on Murray State's campus.
"I hope we don't have an opportunity to
see (bullying) very much. if at all," Dunn
said. "It's something that has made an
impression on me, particularly the type of
thing we saw at Rutgers is something that
has no place on a university campus.
"Obviously, individuals have free speech
rights, but when that turns into intimidation
and stalking and related tactics, we do have
a way to deal with that and want to take a
strong approach if it ever happens here."
Dunn said there are many initiatives
across campus to bring violence awareness.
"I think we're helped greatly by having the
availability of the safe zones that MSU
Alliance is helping to coordinate," Dunn
said. "I think we see activities around violence prevention and awareness. We have a
strong counseling center that can help as a
support venue if students feel this is something that's happening to them."
Dunn said students should seek out help if
they ever encounter improper behavior on
campus.
"There are numerous places to go on campus if a student feels this is happening,"
Dunn said. "Within a community with
shared values it has no place, and we're not
going to tolerate it happening. We'll take a
very strong response if we see it taking
place."
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.

o~lture."

Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.edu.
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State representative .
race heats up as
election day nears
•

..

Jake Wardlus
Staff writer

Republican Senate candidate Rand Paul speaks Thursday at the Curris Center while Senate minority leader Mitch McConnell and Representative Ed
Whitfield, both republicans, look on. Paul Is running against democratic Attorney General Jack Conway. The race has received national attention.

at Ct11rls Center

Paul
Ben Morrow
Contributing writer

Republican Senate ·nominee Rand Paul and a caravan of Kentucky GOP politicians stopped by the Curris Center Thursday
during a tour of western Kentucky.
.
The event was hosted by the Mu rray .State College Republicans.
Paul made his appearance after a debate with Democrat opponent jack Conway earlier in the Jay in Paducah.
Paul has attracted national attention as one of the faces for the
Tea Party, a grassroots movement that has surged in popularity
with voters who feel dis-enfranchised with incumbents.
Paul headlined the event, which also featured Sen. Mitch
McConnell, Congressman Ed Whitfield and State Sen. Ken Winters.
Also in attendance were State Senate President David
Williams, who will seek the GOP nomination for governor in
2011, and State Representative nominee Corey McBee.
Paul portrayed himself as the anti-Obama candidate, challenging the president to come to Kentucky to address local issues.
"We have a plane ticket purchased for the president," Paul
said. "President Obama, come on down, we'd love to sec you.
We'd love to sec him because he's wrong on every issue of the
day. He doesn't understand us in Kentucky. H e hasn't been to
Kentucky since he's been president."
Paul said he and Obam:rhavc similar goals. but drastically different ways to achieve them.
"Do I think (Obama) is a bad person? No. I just think that he's
m isguided. They think with their heart, but they don't use their
brain," Paul said. "They want evt•rybody to have insurance. So
do [. They want to flX pre-existing conditions. So do I. The thing
is they're going to do it, and they're going to create unemploy-

ment. They're going to massively bankrupt this country, and
they're already doing things to Medicare that we don't want."
Whitfield praised Paul and took the opportunity to denounce
thl• Democrat-controlled Congress in Washington D.C.
"(Congress) is moving in the wrong direction," Whitfield said.
"You're seeing small business people ... unwilling to make investments because they don't know what the tax policy is going to
be, they don't know the ultimate cost of the healthcare bill and
they don't even know what the energy policy is going to be."
McConnell echoed Whitfield's sentim~tnts.
"We've had a dunn! for the last two years to look at the
change we voted for in 2008, and I sense all across America. and
certainly all across Kentucky, a serious case of buyer's remorse.
They voted for change, but what kind of change did they get?"
McConnell said he is confident the <~OP will be successful in
the November dection.
"Tw'o years of this administration, the American public has
concluded, is quite enough," he said. "The founders of our country invented the mid-term election. Ut serves m•) the report card
for nny new administration."
Dylan Gerlach, a sophomore from Louisville, Ky., said he supports the Tea Party candidate.
"I believe (Paul) represents what America really is," he said. "I
believe he represents what's best for Kentucky."
Kyle Shupe, president of the Murray State College Democrats
and sophomore from Fam1ington, Ky., disagrees.
"It's interesting that (Paul) came to Murra}' State because it is
a public university, but he tends to want to privatize," he said.
~me supports) abolishing federal pell grants and student loans,
and he is willing to lower s:1fety standards in mines."
Paul currently holds a four-point lead over Conway in the
polls, according to the CN/ 2 politics website.
Contact Morrow at mmorruw((i)murraystate.edu.

Reunion marks 55 years of desegregation
Nick Reside
News Editor

The African American Alumni reunion
was held last weekend, celebrating 55
years of African-Americans attending
Murray State.
The event was sponsored by the Alumni Association and the Office for Equal
Opportunity.
In 1955, following Brown v. Roard of
Education, the U.S. Supreme court deci·
sion ending segregation, African-American student Mary Ford Holland enrolled
at Murray State.
In the fall of 1955, four more students
enrolled. A marker behind Pogue library
in the Quad commemorates the historical
event.
Numerous events were held last weekend as part of the reunion. The festivities
began with approximately 70 alumni
meeting at the historical marker in the
Quad.
The African American Alumni association also held a tent at the Tent City
event.
Saturday, at the African-American
alumni banquet, alumna Daffney Moore
spoke. Moore is a 1997 graduate. She
serves as president of the National Coalition of 100 Black Women in Sr. Louis.
Sabrina Dial, director for the office of
equal opportunities, said Moore spoke
al>ol!t the importance of mentoring and

With the recent surge of conservatism at
both the national and state levels, State Representative hopeful Republican Corey
McBee hopes to ride that wave to Frankfort
in the race for Kl'ntucky's fifth Congression<ll District (Calloway and parts of Trigg
County). T he man aspiring to remain thl'
representative in the capitol is incumhent
Democrat Melvin Henley.
With dection day right around the corner,
both candidates took time (I(( from camHenley
paigning to answer some questions about
Dem11cratic
their policies.
candidate
Some of the first concerns addressed were
the actual number of registered democrats
versus republicans in the voting district, and
what the expectations were as fa r as voter
turnout.
"Traditionally, you had to be registered as
a Democrat so you could vote in the local
primary, so you take those numbers with a
grain of salt," Henley said. "l ots ~lf the
democrats in this county are conservative as
far as voting goes."
According to the Calloway County Courthouse, Calloway County has 16,214 regis- Corey McBee
Republican
tered demol·rats. 6,479 registered republicandidate
cans and 1.838 n.'gistcred as "other."
"Now is as goud of a chance as evl•r,''
McBee said. "P.eoplt• want change in Kentucky. They wnnt things to go in a different direction. They
want someone who will stand and be counted when it come.s
time to vote for state issues."
Kentucky's current debt count is at $1 billion, McBee said.
Both men had things to say about what they would do to
lessen such staggering statistics.
'
"The appropriations and revenue comm i~tee for the state has
some roadwork projects lined up," Henley explained. "I could
usc some influence and see if we can get some of those projects
in Calloway (County) for our citizens."
The current unemployment rate in Trigg County is at 14 percent and it is at 10 percent for Calloway County, according to
McBee.
"Kentuckians want jobs, and they want to keep thuse jobs
when they get them," McBee said. "Job growth starts with new
industry, and I propose to introduce legislation that offer citizens a tax-based credit to those whose new businesses take on
the unemployed in Kentucky."
Kentucky is one of the largest coal-producing states in the
nation, and many candidates arc asked about the issue when
vying for political office.
''Energy costs arc too high for Kentucky residents," McBee
said. "We arc a statt.• with abundant natural resources that could
be used to our advantage. The coal, natural-gas deposits and the
wind power that is available all could be invested in and made
into viable and powerful resources for our state. There are clean
ways of using coal and safer ways to obtain it. The idea of clean
coal is in its infancy and by pursuing and investing we can get
the technology in leaps and bounds."
Coal is abundant in the eastern region of the state. Henley
1
said residents o( western Kentu..:ky want to know what is available for employment here.
"Job creation starts with a good strong local economic group,"
Henley said. ''The Murray Calloway Economic Deveh)pment
Corporation is a project of mine and it has helped bring jobs
into the area. You've got to have a good business sense if you
want to sec some results."
Many polls across the country arc showing a strong conservative tilt in voter attitudes and candidates chosen at thl~ primaries,
"I go out to the country stores in Calloway <County), which
ones are left anyhow, and talk to the folks, see what they are
thinking," Henley said . " People are concerned with Washington
D.C. and the deficit spending there. Yuu don't find so mu..:h dis- •
content with the local government theSl~ days but on tht• national level they have quite a bit to say. and it's evident in somt' of
the polls we've seen the past few months."
Election polls open Nov. 2.
Contact Wardius at jwardius@murraystate.edu.

Clrtylclet
Photo court<.'sy Cami!-ha Duff)'

Alumni unite around a historical marker in remembrance of Murray State's.deseoregationIn 1955.
using resources to re-establish education
in communities.
·
"It was really empowering," she said.
Dial said the reunion was important
because of the relatively short amount of
time segregation has ended.
"We haven't been on campus that

RUSH
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long," she saiJ. ""Fifty-five years is a short
span of time. We're celebrating the
opportunities for A fric:m Americans to
make their mark, nut only in the huger
society but also Murray State."
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.
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MONDAY OCTOBER 25TH- ULTIMATE FRISBEE BEHIND STEWART STADIUM @7 : 00P. M.
TUESDAY OCTOBER 26TH- KICKBALL BEHIND STEWART STADIUM @9:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 27TH- CHILl NIGHT AT HUGHES STREET @7:00 P . M.
THURSDAY OCTOBER 28TH- POKER NIGHT AT HUGHES STREET @9:00P.M .
FRIDAY OCTOBER 29TH- MOVIE NIGHT IN LOVETT AUDITORIUM ® 7 :00P. M.
SUNDAY OCTOBER 31ST- PHI MU ALPHA RECITAL @8:00P.M .

·At 24 years old, if elected, 1JOIIkl be the YOUQfJest stfliRQ Kentucky
state represeatative
·ConsiderH ~ many aSllall govenunent conservative

.......,

·SIIall busiless 0111tr aad metlber of the Murray-talloway

County Cbamber of Co•rce
·Served in the Ulited States Air Forte froal1954·1958
Information rourt<'S}· of WKMS
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Opinion Editor: Ca.-;ey UradJey
Phone: ~09-5873

Our View

Harassment toward
students, harmful
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

Lc

day begins normally.
with a bit of breakfast and maybe
some coffee or juice before heading out the door. Eventually you
reach a destination, probably work
or school and needless to say, you
encounter a mass of people (cue
social interactions galore).
Unfortunately. a couple of those
interactions are more negative
than positive. Amongst the friendLy smiles of strangers and friends
alike there are more than a few
disgruntled
individuals
who
always seem as if they're out to
ruin the day of anyone they pass.
Without ~ doubt, everybody can
recall an incident of bullying,
whether the}' were the person
pushing buttons or the unfortunate soul on the receiving end.
Even after the unforgettable and
unnecessary social hazing of high
school. the act of belittling others
continues into college and beyond.
Why is it some people ftnd it
acceptable to harass others? Were
you not present during the myriad
lectures from your guidance counselor or more importantly, your
parents? Harassing others is, simply put, just wrong.
In a world packed with billions
of people, everyone you meet is
different and the differences are
what help each person stand out
and make them an individual.
So why would you personally go
out of your way to torture someone because they are a different
race, religion, sexual orientation
or gender from you? When does
that even make any sense? Life
throws enough curve balls, so why
would you bother setting them on
flre?
Putting a. person down because

they don't dress like you. because
they have different interests or
practices is close-minded. To fool
yourself into believing there is one
correct way to live life is ignorant.
All over the world people
impose their will unto others. tormenting people who do not fall
under the standards of the norm.
As sociaJ creatures, we cater our
appearance and selves to what we
perceive as our ideal image
through others. Insulting and
demeaning other people based on
their image or their individuality
hurts.
While there is physical harassment. the verbal harassment stabs
at the emotions of victims and
leaves the permanent and hidden
scars.
There has been a recent increase
in the response to harassment.
Young people, even some the
same age as you. are responding to
the torment and bullying by ending their lives.
While these students and young
adults are not acting out in violence toward others (another wellknown response to harassment)
they are inflicting violence upon
themselves, snuffing out their
physical existence because other
people cannot accept who they
are.
Accept that everyone is different. From there, Jearn to live with
other people. Instead of putting
others down for who they are not
and making them question who
they are, learn from the differences.
Gathering knowledge of others
broadens your mind and molds
you into a better, more open minded person.
We need each other to survive
in society.
Pushing others down and away
is hurting yourself, not just the
victims of harassment.
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What can be done to lessen or eliminate cyberbullying, if possible1
"It's too hard to stop (cyberbullying).
There's no authority on the Internet.
It's impossible."
Alyssa McSweeney • Naperville. Ill.
sophomore

"The help should be focused on the
victim because developing confidence
may help to avoid tragic situations,"

Yara Bordes· Valencia, Spain
,unlor

··something can be done; the person
bullying has to know what they're doing
is wrong and that they need to stop."

Aaron Lay • Benton. Ill
fres!lman
N,)IC Brclsford'The N elh

Bullying, the wrong stuff

Community Voice

'How many deaths will it take?'
.._.

,

..4

In 1963
Bob Dylan
w rot e
"Blowin'
in
the
Wind ..
which asks
the question, "How

m a n y

deaths will
D avid
it take till
Mo ntgomery he knows
that
too
Presbyterian
campus minister many peopk have
died?" That song articulates my
sentiments when looking back at
the tragic month of September
2010.
It has been happening all along
but we can't ignore the numbers!
In one - just om• - week came
reports of five · five- suicides of
young gay men and boys who felt
they had no other way to end the
bullying. harassment or invasion
of privacy. Thcy endured thc
abuse because the)' were gay or
perceived to be gay. This is a
tragedy, not just for the lesbian.
gay, bisexual and transgendered
(LGBT) community, but for all of
us.
All across the country kids are
getting bullied, bad17ered and
abused because of their sexual
orientation. They have no place
to turn so they are turning to suicide (a permanent solution to a
temporary
situation).
Our
schools. universities. neighborhoods and even some of our
churches are not safe for LGBT
students and youth. The cries are
ringing loud and cl~ar but are we
listening?
Sept.l9: Seth Walsh. 13, hanged

himself in his California back
yard. Sept. 22: Rutgers University freshman Tyler Clementi, 18,
jumped off the George Washington Bridge. Sept. 23: Asher
Brown, 13. from Houston shot
himself in the head. Sept. 29:
Raymond Chase. 19, from New
York hanged himself in his dorm
room at Johnson and Wales University in Rhode Island. Sept. 30:
the circumstances surrounding
the death of a 14-year-old Indiana
boy remain unclear. but he has
been included in reports on this
miserable issue.
Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan called the suicides
"unnecessary tragedies" brought
on by "the trauma of being bullied. This is a mtlment where
every one of us · parents, teachers, students, elected officials
and all people of conscience needs to stand up and speak out
against intolerance in all its
forms."
But will we?
I am deeply touched by Tyler
Clementi's parents who have
courageously remarked, "Our
hope is that our family's personal
tragedy will serve as a call for
compassion. empathy and human
dignity."
But will it?
According to a recent survey,
"nearly 9 of 10 LGBT middle and
high school students suffered
physical or verbal harassment in
2009. ranging from taunts to outright beatings." The number of
incidents continue to increase in
2010 - they even occur right here
.on Murray Statc University's
campus.
Can we make this campus a
safe place for all people? Can we

offer compassion, empathy and
human dignity to the LGBT community here at Murray State?
I am broken-hearted and saddened there is so much pain, so
. much misery and so little hope
that compel talented. resourceful, creative kids like Seth, Tyler.
Asher, Raymond and others to
take their own lives.
Each Tuesday and Thursday
morning, as I address my YNL
290 class, I look into the faces of
36 bright students who have so
much potential and ·promise, but
any of them could be shaking
inside, hurting del'ply for fear of
what they would face if they told
others of their true sexual orientation.
We have opportunities every
day to build new communities
where goodness and hope rule
the day and that bigotry, hate,
bullying and the degrading persons have no place.
But it will take work - hard
work - day-in and day-out where
everyone is respected and everyone is honored for who he or she
is whether they are gay or
straight, male or female, young
or old.
We have the ability to provide
a place of healing, justice and
love but it will take all of us
working together for this goal.
Dietrich Bonhocffcr who stood
up against the Nazi regime at the
expense of his life wrote:
"Silence in the face of evil is
itself evil: God will not hold us
guiltless. Not to speak is to
speak. Not to act is to act."
It is time for all of us to act. Be
that person who says, "bullying
is not OK, and I will not partic.:ipate or condone it!"
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Keep eyes locked
.on belongings
If you're
reading this.
conthen
gratulations.
surYou
v i v e d
10 / 10 / 10.

This will be
a common
occurrence
Cornelius Hocker until
the
Junior from
year 2013,
Greenville, Ky.
with
the
next dates
being 11/11/ 11 and 12/12/ 12.
No, this article isn't about
Numerology. I know very little
on. that topic, so I wouldn't be
able to have a valid opinion.
On the topic of opinions, I'd
like to thank the guy who wrote
a response to my article 'Impolite behavior at football games.' I
can't say I read your article. but
I did scan it and I see your point.
Anyway. disagreeing with me, or
anyone, respectfully is the key
to making the other side understand your point. Coming up to
me and telling me my articles
suck gets nothing accomplished.
It just makes me mad and might
result in a tongue lashing.
I digress.
Disagreeing with someone in a
responsible manner is the key to
living a non-confrontational life,
most of the timt'.
Responsibility not only covers
how you disagree with someone.
but also how you take care of
your personal property. Apparently. there have been numerous
thefts in Waterfield Library.
Waterfield is the busiest place
on campus, other than our dining halls. The many amenities of
Waterfiela consist of desktop
usage, laptops for borrow, food,
beverages. books, newspapers,
magazines, DVDs, CDs and even
LPs.
It's not hard to understand
why many students call this
place home instead of their residential college. apartments or
wherever they may live.
There is one thing that I can't
understand. Alter our extended
Fall Break, Waterfield Library
has taken 'drastic' measures to
cut back theft in the library. On
every open space in the library
sits these small triangular prism
papers. On each side reads,
without punctuation and in all
capital letters, ''PLEASE DO
NOT LEAVE YOUR ITEMS
UNATTENDED THERE HAVE
BEEN NUMEROUS THEFTS IN
THE BUII.DING."
l was too busy regaining my
composure to even register
what the paper said. All caps,
block lettering and no punctuation marks make me think of
someone screaming loudly without taking a breath between any
word. It's ridiculous.
After speaking with some of

the circulation desk workers,
light was shed on the situation;
turns out people have been leaving their valuables unattended.
Stealing is bad, but I'm not griping at the person stealing. He. or
she, is just opportunistic.
I'm griping tlt the 'intelligent'
person who decided to leave his
iPad downstairs while he went
upstairs to get food and the girl
who decided to leave her zoology book on a table by the food
carts while she went to smoke.
It's blatantly obvious these
two individuals are stuck in a
small town mentality. I'm not
any better. I leave my car doors
unlocked when I'm just running
into somewhere, and just now, I
almost left my Toshiba Notebook on my table by the food
cart while I went to the
restroom. If you're like me. I
grew up in a town around the
same size as Murray. I like to
call it God's country, but you
might know it as Muhlenberg
County, Greenville, Ky., to be
exact. In small towns, our idea of
big crime probably consists of a
drug bust or a string of vandal•.
tsm.
Not even three hours south of
Murray is a city called Memphis.
People die there, daily. You
don't go to certain areas because
you're asking for trouble by
even being in that area. 1 know
this because I have a friend who
attends Murray State and is
from Memphis (she's told me
several stories). She's lost
numerous friends because of
crime in the city.
Murray State is a college for a
diverse group of people. people
who come from all different
walks of life. I don't want you
taking from this article that I'm
saying people from bigger cities
are more prone to steal. However, people from bigger cities
tend to pay attention to more
things.
My . friend from Memphis
never leaves her car doors
unlocked and always takes her
stuff with her. I think the students of Murray State, as well as
the citizens of Murray, should
take heed. We might be living in
a small town, but times are
changing. If y9u leave your personal items unattended, whatever happens to them is your fault.
Don't worry about the pen;on
who stole your personal property. He, or she, has problems they
need to work out.
However, you do need to
worry about yourself. If any of
your items have been stolen, let
it be a lesson learned and don't
depend on the Waterfield
Library to remind you with
screaming,
unpunctuatcd,
salmon-colored,
triangular
prisms. It'll make me nnd the
environment happy.

Check it!

Kids At Play

• The Newr Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles.
current events or campus happenings.
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Cheers to -· "Beauty and

jeers to -· Starboob

the Beast" coming out of the
vault. OK. I'm a
week late, but
seriously. Best
Disney movie
ever, folks. Watch it.
Tonight.

reverting back to
small cups for coffee. Come on guys,
the big cups were
perfect. l could get
through the day
with only three!
jeers to ... there never
being
enough
time in a
day. So
much to
do!

Cheers
to -·~
the . rescue
of the 33
trapped
Chilean miners. Those
70 days below the
earth's surface arc
over!

cheers
&
jeers

Cheers to-· Gap for
returning to their
old logo. Seriously,
guys, don't make
that decision ever
again.

These last few weeks of my life
may not have been the best l've
ever had, but that's only because
of the amount of time fve spent
away from you. The moments
together, though, have been the
best I've bad inside of these
weeks. With you, the world rushes past as though a blur. My heart
soars, and life seems richer.
Even so, it isn't all just emotional revelry that has made this
time so striking. In very practical
terms, you have impro,·ed me as
a person. I go about my day more
promptly and professionally.
When I forget papers, you
inspire me to put forth the effort
to turn around and get them
instead of saying. "screw it.'' You
make me better.
I love you, bicycle.
What makes you so great is
your. character. Like me you arc
from the eighties, which I adore.
Modern bikes Jack your clever
style. You are a thin, smart looking single-speed with classic
fenders. 1 see the bikes in store
windows - pristine and delicate and I turn away disinterested.
There is a mystery about you
that amazes me. Sure you have
scratches from the adventures
you knew before we were
together. but you don't apologize
for them. aren't weakened by
them and so they make you beautiful. No machine carries hints of
rust with your grace. flaws on
your sleeves, you make me more
comfortable in my own skin.
Sure, other bikes could get me

by Alex Lane

To reach, to miss, to try again

Jeers to ... Gap for creating a new logo and then
backing off when
they
received
some criticism.
Seriously, guys,
make a decision
and stick with it.

letters ·letters •letters
A love letter

Randomly Penciled

from poinl A to point B faster
than walking, but when I turned
the dials on my awesome combination lock, securing them to the
racks outside of the art studios. it
wouldn't feel the same. The
pangs of longing I feel for you
when I force us two apart aren't
because of a general love for
bicycles (though 1 won't deny
loving all bikes to some degree.)
I love you because you are the
best bike ever.
Always yours,
EH Phillips
Online E:'diwr

Application
of'logic'
(!n rcsponst.• to the Oct. 8 Associated I'ress .1rtide ''Gay teen
suicides cre.1tc '' 'te.1chab/c
moment"')
I read <the) article on homosexual teen suicide. ~et me see if
I understand it.
Homosexuals comrpit ~4icide. .
Homophobes hate homosexuals.
Therefore, homophobes kill
homosexuals.
Let's take this "logic" in
another direction.
Flu kills people.
Doctors hall' flu.
Therefore, doctors kill flu
patients.
Thanks for explaining it.

Michad Sk.1ggs,
non-student ti:om Murray.

Filt• photo/lorehe Ot>tken
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Claw machines,
they're practically everywhere.
Grocery stores,
malls,
bowling
alleys
and
arcades. These
arc a few of the
--------~ locations you can
Casey Bradley find the clear disOpinion Editor play boxes contammg stuffed
animals and other desirablc objects.
You can spend quarter after quarter opening and closing the metallic
claw of mislead hope in an effort to
take home one of these prizes.
During a brief period of my life, I
was actually good at those blasted
money traps. It began with a lazily
captured Pikachu at Walmart (gotta
catch 'em all, am I right?) and ended
with the Domo that sits at my desk
in the newsroom.
There were a few othl~r successfully trapped stuffed animals in
between, but the beginning and the
end are what stuck. In an attempt to
reclaim my claw machine glory
(and live up to my brags). I spent a
few dollars the other night trying to
retrieve some mash-up of a bunny,
fabric and cute printed skulls from a
machine. And there went several
bucks.
I've heard it mentioned more than
once that insanity is repeating the '
same experiment over and over and
expecting a different result (or
something like that). So there I :was,
dropping quarters and trying to
grab a plush toy with a deceiving
mechanical claw. Over and over and
over again.
That's not to say trying again after
you miss is necessarily a bad thing,
though. If you're given a second
chance on a paper, you take it and
you try your hardest to get a better
grade. When you miss the chance to
see your favorite band in concert,
you look up the next performance
date and make,. plans (Drew Hursey
is a living testament to this).
rust because something doesn't
work out the first time around is no
excuse for quitting. As an art major,
I go through a series of reviews
before eventually (hopefully) reaching the semester I have my senior
show (cross your fingers, folks).
The first mid-degree review I experienced was soul-crushing. Not only
was my artwork compared with that
of middle school students, but I was
not passed and therefore got to look
forward to the same experience the
following semester (what a joyful
day in my history, let me tell you).
Instead of curling into a ball and
crying the semester away (not to
say there was not some hysterics
that weekend), I got angry.
In response to my failed review, I
pushed myself to keep working until
I found what I needed in order to
improve my work. And eventually,
that's exactly what happened.
By not quitting, I've managed to
push my artwork further than I ever
thought possible. And several
reviews later, I'm nearing what may
be the end of my undergraduate
career. And it would seem the worst
that could happen by not quitting is
that I lose a few quarters.
C'est Ia vie!

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystatc.edu.
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Were you
ever bullied?
Are you
bullied now?
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. Students from the Murray Environmental Student Society gather on Cutchin Soccer Field to form agiant 350 in commemoratiQn of 10·10·10, an International event recognized as aday to celebrate climate change. 350 is .significant
due to the parts·per·milllon volume of carbon dioxide believed to be safe for the upper atmosph~re. The event coincides with the Presidential Commission on Sustainability's first meeting.

Sustainability Conunission meets for ftrst time
Ben Morrow

Gowen said the commission is building on a solid foundation.
"We're not starting from scratch with this commission, but
we've taken these pieces and brought them into a formal commission that the president rcco~;nizes," Gowen said.
Gowen said Murray State has alreadr begun to surpass other
campuses in recycling and conservation. He said the University's l)ining Services, for example. conserves water with its various operations, including going trayless.
Gowen said he hopes a student grassroots effort will be the
driving Coree for :1ddrcssing sustainability issues for the Univer·
sity.
"We will function as a commission, but a lot or work will be
done as ~ommittt.•es.'' Gowen said. "The commission will serve
as revision for a lot of the commith.·e work.''
1:11..- said he hopes .some issues raised by the student voice will
eventually be addressed as sustainability becomes part of the
university process.
"The, ultimate goal is to not (need) a sustainability commission," Gowen snid.
Commissi(ln Co-Chair Wayne Harper said he hopes sustainability becomes an ingrained part of all University department
policies.
"We'd like to make sustainability an institutional issue that

Contributing writer
The Presidential Commission on Sustainability took its first
steps last Thursday as members met to ~in work toward the
goal of ovcrarching University policies ofsustainability.
The commission was first announced by University President
Rand>' Dunn on Earth Day last spring addressin~ campus issues
and L'nvironmental concerns.
Thursday's meeting occurred on the heels ofl0-10·10, an international event rc<.·ognized as "a Jay to celebrate climate solutions" by the ~.·nvironmental nwarcncss website www.350.org.
350 is believt•d to be the parts-per-million volume of carbon
dioxide to be saf(• (or the upper atmosphere.
According to Co-Chair Mike Gowen, the commission exists to
organiZl' sustainability recomml·ndations administrators can
support. Gowen snid stu<.hmt activities organized by the Murray
Environmental Student Societ}' <MESS) have set the stage (or a
formal commission.
"This (commission) is not re-inventing the wheel." Gowen
said. ''We've had a rccyding committee in the past, and MESS
helped formulate a sustainability committee that was not formalized within the University structure. This is formalized."

evcryono pnrticipatcs in and everyone contributes to," he said.
According to Harper, the commission's first meeting established the general goals of the group, formed necessary committees and allowed members to give voice to concerns.
..It was intended to be a cross-section of faculty, students and
staff representatives to get a general picture of people's attitudes
and input on sustainability," Harper said.
Guinevere Lewis. vice president of MF..SS, member of the commission and sophomore from Wilmore, Ky., expressed her
excitement about the commission.
I'll is extremely important," Lewis said. "So much of our work
is C.llwut) trying to institutionalize sustainability and trying to
get cvl.'ryone involved. I think this commission is an excellent
idea."
According to Lewis, ideas are already being proposed. She
suggests motion sensor lights for seldom used bathro<~ms and
sol:tr·powcrcd water heaters for University swimming pools:
Lewis said committees were formed in Thursday's meeting to
focus on education anJ outreach, data and policy and facilities
and technology. She said she plans to focus on education and
outreach by letting the campus and community know about the
c~mission.

Con,tact Morrow at mmorrow@murraysrnte.~du.

Marketing manager position created for various duties
Baley Russell
Contributing writer
Faculty hires arc routine at .tny university.
However it is not often someone comes on
staff as the newest member on campus, Lyns\.'Y
Sheets, docs.
Sheets recently joined the University, filling
a position created in early September to be in
charge of marketing communications for campus auxiliaries.
Sheets said many students do not know what
all campus auxiliaries encompass.
Sheets previously worked for the Cincinnati
Nature Center dealing with marketing.
''(The auxiliaries) include dining, housing
ani:lthe University bookstore,'' she said.
Sheets said hl•r job came about when a stu·
dent at Murray State was temporarily working
to advertise and Inform students about dining
serVices.
..They realized they needed a full-time permanent position," she said.
Richard Fritz, director of Dining Services,
said they kept the position temporary to test
the need.
"We wanted to be good stewards of our
resources," he said. "(She) handled different

programs we put on and promotions."
Because it is a new position, Sheets is still
learning all her job entails.
"Day-to-Jay process~!~ nrc like letting students know what's happening with ..lining.
housing and the stores on campus, to get .students' feedback and make the changes they
suggest," she said.
J:o·ritz said he wants campus auxiliaries to
focus on branding the campus division.
"What (Sheets) is going hl he doing L-; work·
ing on campaigns, maintaining our website and
working to brand us," he S<•id,
,Fritz also said thl' marketing position Sheets
holds will help inform students.
"People are paring for all of this. and they
need to know what those fees arc go~ng for," he
said.
Sheets said her biggest goal in her new position is to let students know the money they
spend paying for housing, buying things at the
bookstore and on their meal plans and flex dollars back to them.
"I want to share with students that these services are kind of like a non-profit organization," she said. "Students always think \lh,
they're trying to take all my money,' but any
extra muncy the}' make goes back to the stu·

dents. like fur scholarship funds. It's kind of
like buying locally: everything gnes back."
Fritz said extra money these auxiliaries earn
is put to good usc.
"Any surplus earnings they make go in ,,
res<'rve nccounl (or times when cost cxcl•cds
the budget," hl' said. "Wl~ call them 'spike
events.' So, say the roof gol!s out in Springer;
we don't make everybody in Springer par extra
t(l help fix tht.• root: it's already in our reserve
account paid for by the studt·nts who have purchased things such as ml.'~l plans.''
Fritz said his goal is"lo kl.'ep giving students
the best without raising costs.
"What we really try to do is keep rates low
but enhance the product," he said. ..Students
need to see the value in what they're paring
for. We don't market this enough. If we market
and get the feedback (from students), it'll reemphasize it.s \'aluc and sar 'sec what you told
us to lix, we're working on fixing."'
While still new to campus, Sheets said her
job is to help students.
"I'm really a middleman between Student
Affairs and students," Sheets ~aid. "l talk
directly to peopk in Student Affairs and directly to students."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.

·····························~···

Notte Brclsford!Tht> NPws

lynsey Sheets joins Murray State In a newly created
position to oversee marketinQ communications for
campus auxiliaries.

rJoll S. 12th Street, Murray, K Y 42071
lnsidtTrtndd:tTmmlm, Suite 19\
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Racer Band performs at the Homecoming football game Saturday. In a record-breaking performance, the Racers triumphed over Missouri State 72·59.

REMEMBER
Kirby O'Donoghue, senior from West
View, Ky., and Jeremiah Johnson, Junior
from Hopkinsville, Ky., show their
Homecoming Queen and King plaques•

.

..

Students. faculty, staff and alumni gathered at
various events on campus and around Murray to
commemorate this year's Homecoming.

Adog shows his Racer pride by wearing blue and gold.
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Sports Editor: Greg Waddell
Assistant Sports Editor: Drew Hursey
Phone: 809-4481

Well, Hey Thel"e Murray State

Brockman for Heisman?
1 don't know if anyone was paying
attention this past
Homecoming weekend, but Murray
State football played
the most entertaining
· football game I have
ever seen.
Literally, I think
Drew
the game made me
Hursey
more emotional than Assistant Sporn Editor
the first time I
watched Bruce Willis say to Ben Affleck
at the end of Armageddon, "You go take
care of my. little girl now: that's your
job." I mean honestly, how can you not
get emotional during that scene?
Yet, with all the ups and downs of the
game and the spectacular individual
performances of Marcus Harris and
Mike Harris, the day was overshadowed
by the arrival of Murray State's starting
quarterback, Casey Brockman.
Unlike any other individual performance I have seen on a college football
field, Casey bas convinced me not only
was he the right choice to start, but it's
time for someone to starl touting him
for the Reisman Trophy.
After waiting days to see who would
be Casey's "touter," 1 decided l was
going to have to take the reins on this I am now the official "touter" of the
Casey Brockman for Heisman Campaign.
Let's first look at his statistics from
• the game: 570 passing yards. seven passing touchdowns and 32 rushing yards
with a touchdown. I don't know if you
aU realize how good of a game that is,
but let's put it in perspective: Peyton
Manning's best passing performance
while playing at Tennessee was 508
yards versus Kentucky, and his most
touchdowns thrown in a game was five,
which was also against Kentucky. I'm
pretty confident Kentucky football
would be one of the top four teams in
the OVC, so overall, that's a pretty
impressive performance by Peyton.
Now, compare Casey's performance to
Peyton's, and my logic begins to look,
well, more logica,l.
.
Even more important than the statistics, [ am confident Casey would repr.e~
sent the Reisman better than some of
the winners in the past 15 years: Ron
Dayne, Chris Weinke, Eric Crouch,
Jason White and Troy Smith. It is time
for the Heisman Trust ~o award this
prestigious award to .someone who is
going to makd an impact in the NFL, and
with 570 yards per average start, he is
going to be the next Joe Montana. mark
it down, plus he's .a Racer, so he's
already destined for greatness.
All these statistics are extraordinary,
but the next two are by far the most
remarkable of them all. First. he led and
offense which literally scored so much,
it became unsafe for Racer 1 to continue
running around the track for fear of
exhaustion. Casey Brockman tired out a
horse: he can carry that stat with him for
the rest of his life and no one take it
away from him. Secondly, his brother is
Tyler Brockman, tbc Tyler Brockman.
Not much more needs to be said. l
could give him the Heisman just for that
alone.
I don't know if you have noticed, but
it seems only players from big time football programs ever seem to win the
Heisman. I'm tired of only Division I
FBS players being nominated to win the
awardi it's time to show the OVC some
love, and more importantly, Casey
Brockman.
As Murray State students and football
supporters, it's time to get out and
Brock the Vote for Casey's Heisman
Campaign. For crying out loud, he's
leading "The Hatch Attack."
Contact Hursey at drew.hursey@
murraystate.edu.

Photos by Rick Burres/The News

Freshman receiver Arthur Backett makes acatch.

Junior runningback Mike Harris breaks off a long touchdown run aoalnst Missouri state durino Homecoming.

Back OD· t.raek·

Racers use record-setting
performance to upelid Bears

Dylan Stinso n
Staff writer
Many fans. coaches and players
are saying Murray State's 72-59
victory over thl! Missouri State
Bears was one of the most exciting games in Murray State football history.
Sophomore quarterback Casey
Brockman got his fxrst start of the
season against Missouri State, and
to say he made an impact in the
Racers' success would be an
understatement.
Brockman bruke Murray State's
record for most passing yards in a
game (570) and most touchdowns
thrown in a game (7), while also
setting a new OVC record for
passing yards in a game and tying
the conference record for touchdown passes in a game.
Before halflime, Brockman had
already thrown for 334 yards,

another Murray State record, and
two touchdowns while rushing
for a third.
Brockman went on to throw
five more touchdowns in the second half. Brockman also ran the
ball nine times for 32 yards, but
said he often times scrambles
when trying to make play. He
credited his offensive lim! for his
performance on Saturday.
"The line honestly does a great
job; it's just a lot <lf times I scramble unnecessarily so I kind of put
that on myself,'' Brockman said. "I
think we had two sacks all day
and none of them were busted
protections; it was just they had
great coverage."
Brockman caught national
attention and has received numerous awards for his Homecoming
game performance such as The
Sports Network Player of the
Week, College Sporting News

Player of the Week. the College
Football Performance Awards
Player of the Week and the OVC
Player of the Week.
The record-breaking does not
stop with Brockman. Senior Marcus Harris, Murray State's all-time
leading receiver in career receptions. broke the Murray State and
OVC records for most touchdown
receptions in a game.
Harr is had no touchdowns
coming into the Homecoming
game, but made up for lost time
with his nine receptions for 213
yards and five trips into the endzone.
Harris had promised a victory
earlier in the week, and he was
very grateful his teammates
helped back up his statement.
Harris said this Homecoming win
meant a lot to the seniors. because
it was their first.
"It feels real good (to win)
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because me being a senior, this is
my first time winning a Homecoming since I've been here, so I
think t,bat's a big milestone for us
seniors and the whole team
itself,• Harris said. "We just got
down, started fighting, came back
and won so I'm proud of our
guys."
· Harris had made a promise the
Racers would be victorious before
their game and said he was glad
his teammates were there to help
back up that promise with action.
"I'm glad my team didn't make
me a liar because I did promise
that victory," Harris said laughing.
Junior runningback Mike Harris
also had a standout game for the
Racers. Harris rushed 30 times for
216 yards and two touchdowns.
He is the first Racer since 2006 to
rush for more than 200 yards in a
game, and the flrst to carry the
ball 30 times since 2005.
Harris received l:ionorable mention honors from the College
Football Players Association for
his performance on Saturday.
Head Coach Chris Hatcher said
although he was pleased with
the win, he saw a lot of mistakes 'and the Racers still
have a lot of room · for
improvement.
"I think it's going to be
a good learning tool for our guys,"
Hatcher said. "To go out and play
like we did and still win the game
is gratifying for our team to continue to fight. This week at practice was probably the worst week
of practice that we've had since
rve been the coach here. Thursday may have been the worst
practice that I've had in my 11
years as a head coach, and I was
very concerned going in."
Hatcher said a number of things
were wrong.
"We were flat, very unfocused,
and we played like that, especially defensively in the fxrst half,"
Hatcher said. "Even saying that,
we didn't play extremely well as a
team, but to win like we did
shows a lot about the type of boys
that we do have on the team, that
they never gave up they kept
fighting and sure enough the tide
turned there late in the game."
Contact Stinson at dylan.stinson
@murraystate.edu.
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The Great Outdoors
Accident raises questions
In last week's
column, I wrote
about
avoiding
the lakes because
of heavy traffic
from a number of
large tournaments
being held simultaneously.
My reason for
Steve
staying off the
Miller
lake and heading Outdoor columnist
to small creeks for
fishing was because I thought the fish.ing would be better away from traffic.
The threat of danger from the traffic
never crossed my mind.
So, when I heard the news that a boat
collision took the life of a tournament
angler on Lake Barkley, I was deeply
saddened and shocked. The young man ·
had to be excited for the possibility of
, catching a big bag on day two of the
tournament when he was paired with
his boater, one of the best local fishermen in the area.
Instead, the boat he was in collided
with another from a different tournament from another launch location. He
was pronounced dead at the scene of
the accident. ·
Everyone in the boating and fishing
community were distressed by this terrible accident. These kinds of tragedies
are not supposed to happen in our
sport. There should be no reason for
accidents, so around the docks, marinas, tackle shops and internet forums,
the blame game began.
Some suggested it is the fault of tournament organizations scheduling their
end of the year championships on the
same body of water at the same time.
As soon as the safe light emerges, the
boats blast off in all directions. many
heading for the same areas.
It is sort of like a crazed Christmas
shopper on "Black Friday." Once the
stores open their doors, starts the pushing, shoving and even trampling to get
to the best deals. It is a recipe for disaster.
Some thought it was the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources' fault for granting the permits to the organizations, allowing
them to hold a tournament on the lake.
Some are saying KDFWR should cap
the amount of permits distributed
based on the amount of boats predicted
to be on the water.
I do not think these bureaucratic
measures would solve much. It would
be as if to if the Department of Transportation to decide they were going to
limit how many cars they allow on the
highways.
There are not people calling for this
action every time there is an automo- 1
bile accident.
There are also the people blaming
the tournament anglers themselves.
Their boats flirt with 80 mph speeds.
Some are willing to cut comers on safety to give them the slightest edge in the
event. Tournament anglers have a bad
image among non-tournament anglers
as being egotistic maniacs out on the
water. They will do anything to catch
one more fish before weigh-in, or be
the first to a spot they think will guarantee a first place trophy.
I say this to them; tournament
anglers are stand-up citizens. They follow all rules, laws and regulations to a
tee. Sure there are a few bad apples
who are cheating or reckless and make
a bad name for the rest of us, but for the
most part, the fraternity of anglers is
probably the most saddened by this
tragedy.
I feel like we need to learn something
from this accident so the passing of the I
young victim is not in vain. Maybe it is
just the realization that this was just a
terrible accident.
It could have been an unavoidable
case of both boats trying to avoid each
other and making the wrong moves at
the closing stages. Or, perhaps, something can be done to limit the chances
of this happening again. Until action
takes place, we can all do one thing:
throttle back a little and take it easy. No
amount of prize money, trophy or prize
is worth the life of another.
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Senior defender Rachel Longley puts up a cross during the match against Tennessee Tech. Behind junior midfielder Sophie Hargreaves' hat trick, Murray State cruised 3·0.

Murray State to Host Championship
Murray State and legendary Kentucky Lake will host the 2011 National
Guard FLW College Fishing National
Championship. The three day event
will feature entertainment such as live
music, raffles and daily weigh-ins as the
2011 National Champion is crowned
and presented with $100,000.

Contact Miller at stcvcn.miller@
murraystate.cdu.

f~eshman defender Charlotte

Trondsen is comforted after an ankle injury.

Hargreaves celebrates with teammates after the decisive win friday.
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Golf

Racers shift
focus to APSU
invitational
Will Cartwright
Staff writer

Ph•1tos by Rick

The young Murray State
women's golf team continues to
gain confidence after taking
second place in the Lady Wolf
Classic in Jonesboro. Ark.
Freshman Alex Lcnnartsson
from won her first collegiate
tournament after shooting a i J9
to earn medalist honors.
"I am very pleased the way
Alex played," said Head Coach
Velvet Milkman. "I'm really
proud of how she finished twounder on the back nine."
The Racers' score of 912 was
only one stroke behind the host
team Arkansas State who finished the three round tournament with a 911.
"The first round is still giving
us problems, but I am glad that
we are finishing strong," Milk' man said.
Senior Caroline l.ugerborg
tied for fourth place with fellow
Racer freshman Delancy Howson. posting final scorecards of

Burrl'~/T/11• Ntw.~

Senior Grant Price chips out out of the sand during the Murray State Invitational at Miller Memorial Golf Course. The Racers finished in first

228.
Junior Morgan Cross h<:'lped
out the team by earning a 13th
place in the field of 47 after
shooting a 237. while sophomore Alii W cavcr took 25th
place following her 255 perfor-

mance.
Junior JUlian Brake. who was
playing as an individual in the
tournament, fired n 251, good
enough lo earn 22ntl pl<tce.
Other notable teams in the
event at Sage Meadows Golf
Course include South Alabama
(931), Harding University (969}.

Tennessee Tech (977} and St.
Francis of New York (1175).
The Murray State men's gulf
team also found success. finish·
ing in second place this week at
the UT-Martin Skyhawk Invitational in Paris, Tenn.. at the
Paris Landing Golf Course.
Sophomore Patrick Nt.>wcomb, tied for first place in the

Sophomore Patrick Newcomb watches a shot during theInvitational.

tournament with seven under
209.
..Patrick really had a good
tournament and gol his second
individual win of the year," said
Head Coach Eddie Hunt.
The team as a whole shot an
eight under 856 which was good
enough to secun.• the second
place spot behind ftrst place
CI.!IItral Arkansas who shot a
blistering 22 under 846.
~Thcr have a quality team
that has been ranked in the past.
They have everyone back from
last year and five strong players.'' Hunt s:1id.
It was a rough final round for
most of the Ratc t·s in which
they shot a combined scurc of
292.
Senior Hunter York tied for
fifth place in the invitational
after firing a total scorecard of
212. Senior Hunter Ford earned
a tie for 11th pl:tc\! with a 214.
Senior Cameron Carrico finished in a tic for 13th place after
finishing the tournament at 215.
Sophomore Dustin Gosser
shot a 218 for 20th place in a
field of 81 golfers.
Other notable finishers from
Murray State include freshman
Lars King (227). sophomore
Tyler Brown (229), senior Grant
Price (231) and junior William
Hunt (231).
Both teams will be in action
Monday and Tuesday. The men
travel to Hopkinsville. Ky.• to
play in the Austin Peay State
lnvirational Jt the Links at
Novadel Golf Cluh.
"The weather has always
been windy in the past. especially with the style of the
course and the fact that we play
in October," Hunt said.
Thc:•women's team will also
be playing at the Austin Peay
lnvitational
but
at
the
Clarksville Country Club in
Clarksville, Tenn.

Contact Cartwright at william.
cartwright@munaystate.edu.
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Rifle

Team finds way to weather tough storm
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer

rile photo/NJtto

Brd~ford

Sophomore Emily Oulner takes aim durlnQ a match.

The Penalty Box

Taking the top spot in their first shoul·
der-to-shouldcr match, the riOe team again
clinched the victory Saturday against one
of their toughest opponents, Jacksonville
State.
"I was pleased with the effort we gaw,"
said Head Coach Alan Lollar. ''It is always
tough when we line up against JSU. They
arc a very good team and you have to be
prepared to ~ompete. l think we did that."
Jacksonville State placed second in the

OVC last year with Murray State finishing
first. Saturday's matchup proved succl:ssful
for rhe Ran•rs as they earned a team scurc
of 4642, the highest score in years.
Lollar said sophom<~rcs Emily Quiner
and Katie Cleven shined throughout the
competition, contributing to a team score
16 points higher than Jacksonville Statt•'s.
"Emily led smallborc with a 587 and
Katie and Emily both topped 590 in :tir with
594 and 591. respectively,'' Lollar said. "I
can't say enough about the job they did."
[n addition to Cle,·en's and Quincr's top
scores, Lollar said othct· learn mcmhl~rs

byTrevin H?lder

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF
RACER

1

fired their personal best.
''(Sophomore) Kyle Donnan :;hl)t another
personal best with a 573 smallbore score,"
Lollar said. "(Frcshmunl Nchl•miah Gillman had tw1> solid scores with 575 in small·
bore and 582 in air rifle. (Freshman) Mike
Burzynski had a nice smaUbore with a 569
and (sophomore) Caroline Barber shot a
personal best with a 5(,0 smallborc."
After competing for the last three weekends. Lollar said the rifle tl'am is taking a
break to focus on making improvements
before heading to the University of Kenl!tucky.
"We have 11 week llff and will lake the
opportunity to work on some things we
need to do a little better," Lollar said.
"Then we will prepare to travel to Lexington to face Kentucky and Army. Tha~
wcckt•m1 will be a test, :md we always look
forwnrd tn compl'!ing against the best."
After returning from Lexington, the Racers will host the NCAA defending champions, Texas Christian University, at 8 a.m.
Oct. 30 in the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in
the lowl·r level of Hoy Stewart Stadium.
Conta,·t
McDonnld
at
:mlcdonald3@mumi}'St<Jte.cdu

The week in sports

Every four weeks. The Nerd Greo Waddell

and Dreft HIJI'SeY decide who in sports
deserves illlaward and a penalty.

Man of the Match goes to:
The Texas Rangers for
using ginger ale so teammate and former alcoholic
Josh Hamilton could join
the celebration.

Tbe yellow card goes to:
Gilbert Arenas for faking
an injury so he wouldn't
play. Because he was
doing it so a younger
player could play, he gets
the yellow. not red.
The red card goes to:
Brett Favre, for not only
his allegations of harass-

ment, but for not being
able to live up to his lofty

standards of excellence
that keeps him playing.
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Members of Kappa Alpha Psi pose at the end of their performance at Saturday's annual Homecoming step showIn Lovett Auditorium. Kappa tied for first place with Alpha Phi Alpha.

Annual Homecoming step show ends in tie
Abtiy Horren
St:tff writer

T~e crowd cheers

for the steppers during Saturday's competition.

Sororities and fraternities of the National l'an·
Hellenic Council slipped on their stcppin' shoes and
took to the stage of Lovett Auditorium on Oct. 8 to
~oinpete in a step show for a grand prize which
included cash, a trophy and bragging rights.
For 10 consecutive years. Greek organlz:~tiuns
h.tvt> put on the Homecoming step show for stu·
dents, staff. alumni and members uf thl' community
In enjoy.
Any of the ninl' Pan·Hl'llenh: Council urganizutions can participate in the show. This year members
of Zeta Phi Beta, D!.'lta Sigma Theta, Kappa Alpha Psi
and Alpha Jlhi Alpha performed.
ror months, these groups practked and chon•n·
graphl)d pcrf<.mnances in preparation Cor. the hig
night.
"All the performances were so intense and }'OU
could tell the performer:-; had so much passion <for)
what they were doing," said Jill Cornell, junior from
Hopkinsville, Ky. "You could feelth{· intensity in the
room and there was such anticipation for all the performances."
Cornell said the crowd appeal was unike :mything
she had seen before.

"h felt like MTv was brought m Murray," Cornell "
sniti. "Every fraternity and :-orority had so much
pride for their performances."
The routine each Greek organization performs is
designed to showcase the talent ·of the organization.
"A fraternity brother of mine s:~id it took n good
week to make a solid foundation of what we would
do for our show," said Jeffrey Frye, member of
Kappa and junior from Milw;lukec. "But Wt.' made lit·
tie changes all the way up to a week before the
show."
Although he said this step show is a lot of hard
work and prt•paration. it was also rewarding for par·
tidpating Gr(•ek organizations.
"Kappa Alpha Psi chose to partake in the step
show hl·causc we like to achil~W in every field of
human endeavor, so why not stepping?" Frye said.
"We knew it would be a lifelong memory for all of
us, as Wt•ll as a good source of revenue for us <that)
helps u:; in providing services to the University ami
its students."
Ronald Sickles. president of the National Pan·Hcllcnk Council at Murray State, said the winner
announet-~ on Saturday night was Kappa, hut after
further review of the score sheets, the judges
declared a first place tic with Alpha Phi Alpha.
Contact ahorre/U(pmurraystate.edu.

Expo Center hosts biannual Bull Blowout event
I

Jamie Booth
Staff writer
It's Octuber anJ f01· most Racers this
means cuolcr weather, ch;•nging leaves :md
sbry custunws. l lowevt·r. for man>' in the
Murray State family and the surrounding
a}ea, October is lllso tht: month of the biapnual Bull Blowout at the William "Bill"
Cherr)' Agrkulturnl Expo Center.
For two nights this weekend, hundred-; of
professional and aspiring bull riders and bar·
rei racers will enter the Expo Ct·ntcr in hopes
of lasting that coveted eight seconds.
Parsons and Milam Roughstock sponsors
the event :.tt Murra>· State every February and
OctOber, Penny Parsons, chief promoter of
the event, said.
.
Parsons said the event always boasts bull
riding and barrel racing, a~ wl'll as events for
the children in attendance.
"We h:tVl' mutton h~sting, which is always
r~;•ally popular with the children, and ribbons
arc pmviJcd,'' she said. ''There's also :1 calf
scramble, which is the game wht>rc the children pull tlw tags off of the calves."
The event draws a large numhN of diverse
participants, sincl' .1ll tht• events al'l' open
partil'ipat ion, J>ar:-;ons said.
''Anyone can participate in any of the
events," she said. "The 'bull riding event
draws professional and amatt'ur bull riders
from all the surrounding states and locally'as
well. There arc cowboys coming in from

I ilt• l'ltolo/l)t•rl'k f\,\dl«'l

Acompetitor rides In last spring's Bull Blowout event at the William 'Bill' Cherry Agricultural Expo Center.
cvcrywhl'rc. 1\arrl·l rnl.'ing is the same, with
the cowgirls coming from :Ill uve~.''
Bull Blowout is 11 popul:lr cvl•nt in the .1rca,
Pars<~n s said, .md has been highly successful
since its start in 1994.
"Th(' luc.nl crowd really loves it.'' she <;aid.
"There's usu.tlly a big audience on both
nights,"
Parsons said the event is always family-ori·

entcd, which allows all mcmbi.'r:-i of the audience to have a good time.
"Our children's <.'Vents make it fun for the
younger members of thL· ntu.lit~nce,'' she said.
"We alSll have a funny man that cumcs in to
cnrertain the entire family."
The talent dbplaycd at ' the ~:vent, along
wjth the amateurs, makcs the Bull Blowout a
must-see for rodeo lovers, Parsons said.

"While there arl' many non-pmfessillnal
riJl•rs that participate, there an• also really
good hull rider~ and b:urcl racers thnt arc
there to competl' pmfcssion;•Jiy," sht• saiJ.
!'arsons anJ Milam l{oughstock, wlw als,,
hlllds n monthly rodl'O at their arena in
Buchanan, Tenn., find Murray State's Expo
Center perfect for their evems, Parsons said.
"Murray State is a duse venue," she said.
"Rut also the facility is wonderful. It's ahva} s
clean and safe. and everyone is very helpful."
The E.xpo Center's facilities manager,
Minmda Tarry, said the event, which usually
brings in an audience of 1.500 to 2,000 pcopl!!, greatly benefits the Universit)'·
"(Bull Hlowout) allows community mcm·
bcrs to come out and sec a diffetent side of
the campus," she said. ''It als~, brings rC\'cnuc
to the city and county."
Tarry said the event will feature .tround 70
hull riucrs and 40 barrel raccrs. She eneour·
ages studl•nts to come uut for some homegruwn, buck-wild entertainment.
Anyone wishing to he a contestant for bull
riJing and barrel racing can call (73ll 642·
834(,, Mutton busting :1nd calf scr<Hnhlc con·
tcstants must sign up at the door.
Hull Blowout is at H lllDight and Saturd.•y
night. Mutton busting starts at 7:30 p.m.
Admission' is $12 ftir :1Jults, $10 for student~
with a RaccrCard and $5 for children 12 and
under. Gatcs open at 6 p.m.
· Contact Booth at jamic.bootlJ~J
murrayscatc.cdu.
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CD Review

Channel Surfing

'Warp Riders' brings sci-fi to classic sound

Beyond the foreground

Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes the music reviews.
Those who opened up the paper
or visited the website expecting
Charlotte's review of some girly
pop or other, prepare to have your
faces nwlled off. Th<.· guy who
writes the movie and video game
reviews is here to get brutal.
In 2007, Dcthklok released their
first studio alhum. Dethklok is a ficticious band from Adult Swim's
show "Metalo~alypsc." Thus began
my continuing love affair with
metal music.
At the end of August, I found a
band called The Sword when they
released their album "Warp Riders.'' As soon as I saw the band was
called The Sword and the album
contained two separate tracks titled
"The Chronomancer," I was sold.
Regular readers arc already well
aware of my susceptibility to gimmicks. It holds especially true for
concept albums. The day I realized
albums could literally tell stories. I
suspect I had my first eargasm.
"Warp Riders" is very much a
concept album. The album is based
on a science fiction story written by
vocalist and guitarist J.D. Cronise.
It centers on an archer named Ereth
who lives on the planet Acheron.
Acheron is tidally locked to its
three suns (that's one more sun
than Tatooine!), meaning one s ide
is constantly in day and the other
side is ever in night. In this cosmic
battleground, a battle between good
and evil is itching to be waged.
Ereth find s a magic orb that leads
him to the Chronomancer, a being
beyond time and space who sets
Ereth on a quest to bring balance
back to Acheron. Along the way,
Ereth mu~t l!eal with the titular
warp riders, space pirates o n a ship
called The Sword that allows them
' to bend sp;lcel time for fTL travel,
essentially "riding the warp."
Perhaps the most frust rat ing
aspect uf the ulbum is it isn't quite
the full story. Instead, the songs
were conct•ivcd as almost a sound·
track to Cronisc's story. So, the
album doesn't contain the full talc.
However, I am fully willing to let
that go. The album shines in capturing the battiCbctween good an evil
in musical form instead of lyrical.
In partic ular the tracks "The

1

Photo ( ourtesy "' iTunt.'S

The Sword prepares to rlde the warp. Even thls albumcover blends a classic feel with elements of science fiction.
Chronomancer I: Hubris" and "The
Chronomancer II: Nemes is" contain dueling guitars encapsulating
this struggle. Heavier, darker
melodies v ie with lighter, faster
riffs. locked in a metaphysical
struggle for the fate of Acheron.
The album is also roughly divided in half, with a portion of the
songs representing the light side of
Acheron and the second half of the
album focusing on the p lanets dark
side.
The first lyrical track and the
beginning of Ercth's journey is also
the first single from the album. The
track is called "Trcs Brujas," and it
is roughly based on the Three
Witches from Shakespeare's "Macbeth."
The song is a little faster and
more manic, as it is set in the land
of endless light. It deals with
themes of predestination and
prophecy. Ereth is set to meet three

witches and each will impact his
quest in a different fashion. As the
lyrics say. "The first will love you I
the second will deceive you I and
the third will show you the way."
This foreknowledge should allow
Ereth to prepare for meeting the
witches. especially knowing the
second will trick him. However, he
is bound by destiny.
The transition is a track titled
"Lawless Lands." II details Ereth's
descent into darkness. His journey
is particularly captured in the lyrics
"Through twilit skies he rides I
searching the darkened side of the
world I into the night I ne ver
knowing he has been led astray."
"Lawless Lands" also showcases
Ereth's journey musically. As the
lyrics become darker and Ereth's
death st·cms imminent, the music
s hifts to reflect t his new mood ,
growing heavier and more ponderous with each p assing bar.

T hl· closest comparison to The
Sword's sound on this album is
earl y lllack Sabbath. They excel at
paring pseudo-magical themes with
a classic metal sound. Think Sabbath's ''The Wizard," in particular.
"Warp Riders" is a fast-paced and
thrilling album that features time·
wizards and space-pirates. In other
words. go out and find it, right now.
It's definitely worth a listen.
Contact Arant at rudy.arant@
murruystate.edu.
1

-

O ne nott:: Only if you're bored
T wo notes: Bo rrow it !rom a friend
T hree notes: W,>rth the money
Four notes: A future classic
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• KinOS of Leon • ..Come Around

SUndown•

··aceans·

• Shaklra - "Sale el Sor
• Sucjartand • '1he Incredible
Machine"

• ·Predators•
~

and Information courtesy ot amazon.com

Chances are QOOd that someone somewhere fill

really annoyed yo11 Chances are equally OOOd tf*
you did nothin9 about It David Thome, however, hiS
done enough about It for both of you.
on ZTb/6, you can read Thome's correspondenCe
with self-important jerks and follow along as he Qf'ldually corrodes their sanities.
Check it out at 27bslash6.com.
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Before I begin, let
me make you, the
loyal readers of my
te lev is i o n - rc late d
ramblings, a promise.
I will not talk about
NBC's "Community"
every week. There
will be some weeks in
the near future where
Chartotte I do not mention the
Kyle
comedy.
Features Editor
This week, however, I have to give the
show its props. They impressed m~. as
they have continually impressed me.
I love watching the backgrounds of
shows. Usually after the first watch I'll
take time out to glance at the extra~ chilling in the background or the random
people during a party scene.
It's hilarious to watch how ridiculous
they dance or count how many times
they accidentally stare at the lead actors
delivering their lines. It's also interesting
to keep tabs on extras who show up in
multiple places.
(For example, in the movie "Superbad''
you can see Clark Duke banging out
inside the party then randomly wherever
he is needed.)
On the first watch, however, I tend to
focus on what's given to me in the foreground. Because of this, last T hursday I
had no idea that Abed - easily one of my
favorite characters on "Community" had his storyline in the background.
Like many television recappers and
reviewers, I didn't notice until it was
pointed out to me.
In the episode, the main characters all
had their own problems they were dealing with. Britta and Annie were confronting each other on their conflicting
personalities; Shirley was dealing with
being left out of their duo; Troy was trying to make sense of seeing a dead body:
Pierce was turning to his religion to deal
w ith his mother's death and Jeff was
accepting the fact that one day he's going
to die.
Abed, meanwhile, seemed to have
nothing going on.
..1 missed Abed in this episode,"
reviewers wrote.
In the background, however, Abed's
arc featured him talking to a pregnant
woman, almost getting beat up by her
boyfriend and then delivering her baby
in the backseat of a car.
When Shirley mentions how she hadn't seen him this week and asked what
he'd been up to, Abed replies: "Not
much."
The best part of this is that not only
d id many of the audience members not
notice until the birthing scene. but none
of Abed's friends noticed him despite
being nearby.
It was a nice touch. It added a storyline
the episode wouldn't have had room for,
while also showing how self-centered
and focused on their own lives these
other characters can be.
(In fact, it made me feel self-centered
and focused on my own life because I
d idn't notice either.)
It's gotten a lot of fans coming up with
their own theories, too. Is that the hottest
girl in school he made out with last year?
Did they do more than make out? Will
the show address this ever again or simply sweep it under the rug?
At least now I know to keep an eye on
the background. I don't doubt they'll do it
again.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.
Plar more Sudoku and Win prizes 11•
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